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• Stimulate technological 
innovation for DoD to 
maintain technological 
superiority and military 
readiness to deter military 
operations from U.S. 
adversaries.

• Increase private sector 
commercialization of Federal 
R&D to increase competition, 
productivity, and economic 
growth.

• Stimulate a partnership of 
ideas and technologies 
between innovative small 
businesses and research 
institutions (STTR).

• Through a competitive 
awards-based program, 
SBIR/STTR enables small 
businesses to explore their 
technological potential and 
provides the incentive to profit 
from its commercialization.

• By including qualified small 
businesses in the nation’s 
R&D arena, high-tech 
innovation is stimulated and 
the United States gains 
entrepreneurial spirit as it 
meets its specific R&D needs.

SBIR/STTR Program Goals

The DoD awards 
over $1.8B/Year 

in SBIR/STTR 
funding
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• The Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering, OUSD(R&E), oversees the DoD SBIR and STTR programs, and 
provides an OSD point of contact for Congress, the Small Business Administration, Government Accountability Office, and the 
interagency SBIR/STTR community. In addition, OUSD(R&E) seeks technology partnership opportunities within DoD and with 
other Federal agencies. 

• Responsibilities include but are not limited to:

• LEADERSHIP: Lead the DoD SBIR/STTR Programs and strive to establish and maintain relationships with participating DoD 
Services and Components that unifies, and conveys an environment of transparency and trust.

• LEGISLATION/POLICY: Influence and implement legislation, policy and regulations – to include drafting responses to RFIs, 
meeting with staffers upon request, and developing legislative proposals.

• AUTOMATION/WEBSITE: Oversee development, maintenance, and enhancement of the Defense SBIR/STTR Innovation Portal 
(DSIP) in collaboration with the participating DoD Components. Establish and maintain a web presence for DoD, Federal, industry,
and academia to find useful and relevant information regarding the DoD SBIR/STTR Programs.

• PROGRAM MANAGEMENT:  Publish SBIR/STTR Topics from across DoD through Broad Agency Announcements (BAAs) and 
Commercial Solutions Openings (CSOs), manages OSD-level Transition and Commercialization Program, submit quarterly and 
annual reports and metrics to SBA for DoD SBIR/STTR, coordinate with Services and Components to conduct program 
outreach/in-reach.

• FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT: Manage execution of OSD SBIR/STTR Extramural and Admin Budgets.

OSD SBIR/STTR Management Functions
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Topic Development Broad Agency 
Announcement Proposal Submission Proposal 

Evaluation/Selection Contract Award Reporting

DoD SBIR/STTR Process and Components

Department of the Air 
Force

Defense Advanced Research 
Projects Agency

Defense Health 
Agency

Defense Logistics Agency Defense Microelectronics 
Activity

Department of the 
Army

Department of the 
Navy

Missile Defense AgencyChemical and 
Biological Defense

Defense Threat Reduction 
Agency

National Geospatial-
Intelligence Agency

Space  Development 
Agency

Office of Secretary
of Defense

United States Special
Operations Command

https://www.afsbirsttr.af.mil/
https://www.darpa.mil/work-with-us/for-small-businesses/participate-sbir-sttr-program
https://www.health.mil/About-MHS/OASDHA/Defense-Health-Agency/Research-and-Development/Small-Business-Innovation-Research-Program
https://www.dla.mil/SmallBusiness/SmallBusinessInnovationPrograms/
https://www.dmea.osd.mil/
https://www.armysbir.army.mil/
https://www.navysbir.com/
https://www.mda.mil/business/SBIR_STTR_programs.html
http://www.cbdsbir.net/
https://www.dtra.mil/Work-With-Us/Office-of-Small-Business/
https://www.nga.mil/Partners/ResearchandGrants/SmallBusinessInnovationResearch/Pages/default.aspx
https://www.socom.mil/sof-atl/Pages/sbir.aspx
https://www.socom.mil/sof-atl/Pages/sbir.aspx


SBIR / STTR Program Phases

Phase SBIR/STTR

Phase I (optional) $275,500 cap (~10 months) 
Feasibility Study

Phase II*
$1,838,436 cap (24-36 months)

Adoptions/Co-funds
Continued Research and Prototype

Phase II Enhancement $1:$1 Match (up to 12 months)
Up to $500K

Phase III No time limit
No SBIR funds

SBIR STTR

Program Differences • A minimum of 2/3 of the 
research/work must be performed by 
the proposing Small Business in Phase I 

• A minimum of 1/2 of the 
research/work must be performed by 
the proposing Small Business in Phase II

• Primary employment of the Principal 
Investigator must employed by the 
small business

• Small Businesses MUST partner with a U.S. 
Research Institution

• At least 40% of the work must be performed by 
the proposing Small Business

• At least 30% of the work must be performed by 
the Research Institution

• Small Businesses must manage and control the 
STTR funding agreement

• Principal Investigator may be employed at either 
the Small Business or the Research Institution

*Phase II values can exceed these 
numbers if funds are available and 
by using a simple waiver process.  

Eligibility in a 
nutshell:

MUST be more than 
50% owned by US 

citizens.

MUST be located and 
operated in the US.

MUST be 500 
employees or less, 
including affiliates.

www.sba.gov/size
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OUSD(R&E) 14 Critical Technologies Areas

Biotechnology is an emerging engineering discipline that uses living systems to produce a wide range of technologies and capabilities. From
fighting global pandemics and avoiding surprises to reducing logistics and sustainment costs and increasing energy efficiency, biotechnology 
can help change the way the Department conducts missions, performs in contested logistics environments, and adapts to major global 
changes.

Quantum Science is the study of physical properties at small, even atomic, scales. Defense applications include atomic clocks, quantum 
sensors, quantum computing, and quantum networks. Quantum science promises to enable leap-ahead capabilities. Quantum computing 
can provide unprecedented computational speeds and help solve the Department's hardest analytical problems. Quantum sensors promise 
the ability to provide unprecedented accuracy in position, navigation, and timing. From more accurate information to faster decision making, 
to significantly stronger encryption capabilities, quantum science has the promise to deliver cutting-edge technology.

Future Generation Wireless Technology (FutureG) is a suite of emerging wireless network technologies enabled by DoD and commercial 
industry cooperation to enable military operations and ensure a free and open internet. As Fifth Generation (5G) wireless technology is 
adopted and provides building blocks for capability, the DoD will also look to FutureG for leap-ahead technologies to lead in creating future 
standards. The Department will invest in FutureG technology development to lay the groundwork for continued United States leadership in 
information technology, which is vital for maintaining our economic and national security.

Advanced Materials explore innovative new materials and novel manufacturing techniques that can dramatically improve many of the
Department's capabilities. Materials that have higher strength, lighter weight, higher efficiency, and can handle more extreme temperatures 
will have the potential to better protect our service members and enhance their ability to accomplish their missions.

Seed Areas of Emerging Opportunity:

https://www.cto.mil/usdre-strat-vision-critical-tech-areas/

https://www.cto.mil/usdre-strat-vision-critical-tech-areas/
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OUSD(R&E) 14 Critical Technologies Areas

Trusted AI and Autonomy
Artificial Intelligence (Al) is the software engineering discipline of expanding capabilities
of software applications to perform tasks that currently require human intelligence.
Machine learning is an engineering subfield of AI that trains software models using
example data, simulations, or real-world experiences rather than by direct programming
or coding. Autonomy is the engineering discipline that expands robots‘ abilities to
perform tasks while limiting the need for human interaction. AI holds tremendous
promise to improve the ability and function of nearly all systems and operations. Trusted
AI with trusted autonomous systems are imperative to dominate future conflicts. As AI,
machine learning, and autonomous operations continue to mature, the DoD will focus on
evidence-based AI-assurance and enabling operational effectiveness.

Integrated Network Systems-of-Systems technology encompasses the capability to
communicate, provide real-time dissemination of information across the Department,
and effective command and control in a contested electromagnetic environment.
Integrated Network Systems-of-Systems capability must enable engagements by any
sensor and shooter, with the ability to integrate disparate systems. An interoperable
network that leverages emerging capabilities across the electromagnetic spectrum such
as 5G, software defined networking and radios, and modern information exchange
techniques will allow the Department to better integrate many diverse mission systems
and provide fully networked command, control, and communication that is capable,
resilient, and secure.

Microelectronics are circuits and components that serve as the "brain" to human-made
electronic functional systems. Virtually every military and commercial system relies on
microelectronics. Diminishing microelectronics manufacturing in the United States and
supply chain concerns have highlighted national economic and security risks. Working
closely with industry, academia, and across the Government, the Department is
addressing the need for secure microelectronics sources and will leverage state-of-the-
art commercial development and production for defense microelectronic solutions.

Space Technology includes space flight, Space communication and other
technologies needed to maintain space operations. With rising threats and
increasing dependence on space-based systems, the Department's space strategy
must shift away from exquisite satellites to a more robust and proliferated
architecture. Novel space technologies are necessary to enable resilient cross-
domain operations. The space strategy must incorporate technologies that
enhance the Department's adaptive and reconfigurable capabilities in space
situational awareness, space control, communication path diversity, on-orbit
processing, and autonomy.

Advanced Computing and Software technologies include supercomputing, cloud
computing, data storage, computing architectures, and data processing. Software
is ubiquitous throughout the Department, but the speed at which software
develops outpaces the Department's ability to stay up to date. The Department
must rapidly modernize its legacy software systems with resilient, affordable, and
assured new software that has been designed, developed, and tested using
processes that establish confidence in its performance. The Department must
migrate to a Development-Security-Operations (DevSecOps) approach in its
software development and evolve to a model of continuous development,
continuous test, and continuous delivery. The Department must leverage modular
open system architecture approaches to isolate hardware from software and
enable rapid upgrades to secure processors.

Human-Machine Interfaces refers to technologies related to human-machine
teaming and augmented and virtual reality. Rapid advancements in this technology
will have a multitude of benefits for our service members. Highly immersive
realistic training environments provide real-time feedback to enhance warfighter
performance. Intuitive interactive human-machine interfaces enable rapid mission
planning and mission command by providing a common operational picture to
geographically distributed operations.

Effective Adoption Areas - where there is existing vibrant commercial sector activity:

https://www.cto.mil/usdre-strat-vision-critical-tech-areas/

https://www.cto.mil/usdre-strat-vision-critical-tech-areas/
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OUSD(R&E) 14 Critical Technologies Areas

Directed Energy Weapons utilize lasers, high power microwaves, and high energy particle beams to produce precision disruption,
damage, or destruction of military targets at range. Directed energy systems will allow the Department to counter a wide variety
of current and emerging threats with rapid responses and engagement at the speed of light. High-power lasers and high-power
microwave technologies both offer new ways to counter diverse sets of threats.

Hypersonics systems fly within the atmosphere for significant portions of their flight at or above 5 times the speed of sound, or
approximately 3700 miles per hour. Hypersonics dramatically shorten the timeline to strike a target and increase unpredictability.
While strategic competitors are pursuing and rapidly fielding advanced hypersonic missiles, the DoD will develop leap-ahead and
cost-effective technologies for our air, land, and sea
operational forces.

Integrated Sensing and Cyber
To provide advantage for the joint force in highly contested environments, the Department must develop wideband sensors to
operate at the intersection of cyber space, electronic warfare, radar, and communications. Sensors must be able to counter
advanced threats and can no longer be stove-piped and single function.

Defense-Specific Areas:

https://www.cto.mil/usdre-strat-vision-critical-tech-areas/

https://www.cto.mil/usdre-strat-vision-critical-tech-areas/
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Announcement Schedule

Note: Dates are subject to change.Annual SBIR/STTR BAA has replaced the out-of-cycle BAAs. Topics are 
released under the annual BAA when a component needs to publish topics 

outside of the three DoD SBIR/STTR BAA cycles shown.

Pre-Release
04/19/22

Open
05/18/22

Close
06/15/22

SBIR 22.2
STTR 22.B

Pre-Release
12/06/22

Open
01/04/23

Close
02/09/23

SBIR 23.1
STTR 23.A

Pre-Release
08/23/22

Open
09/21/22

Close
10/20/22

SBIR 22.3
STTR 22.C

DoD Agency-wide announcement includes:
• DoD Instructions
• Service/Component Unique Instructions
• Topics
Note:

• Not all Components participate in each 
announcement.

• Multiple announcements provide opportunities to 
participate throughout the fiscal year. 

• Although the announcement may be referred to 
as a “SBIR,” or possibly as a “SBIR topic,” the 
actual request for proposals may be a Broad 
Agency Announcement (BAA) or–a Commercial 
Solutions Opening (CSO).
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• DSIP is the official proposal submission 
website for the Department of Defense.

• Proposal Submission
- SBIR/STTR Phase I, Direct to Phase II, or Phase II 

proposals to any DoD Component must be submitted 
through the DSIP.

• Topic Search
• Topics Q&A 
• https://www.dodsbirsttr.mil/submissions/login

Defense SBIR / STTR Innovation Portal (DSIP)

DSIP is an SBIR Phase III success story that originated with NASA!

https://www.dodsbirsttr.mil/submissions/login
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• Provides sponsoring programs with the right tools to select the best OTST PII funding strategy. 

• Assists sponsoring programs in identifying eligible SBIR/STTR Phase II (PII) Technologies that have high 
potential of transition. 

• Encourages sponsoring programs to data mine (reach back) for SBIR/STTR technologies to transition.

• The OTST program DOES NOT match Prime funding – we match funding from a Department of Defense 
(DoD) Agency or Component. 

• Aligns resources to better support the DoD’s modernization priorities.

• Establishes a proactive and predictive approach to the development of mission critical technologies. 

• Accelerates SBIR technology incorporation and transition into programs of record through a shared 
SBIR/STTR and program investment.

• Accelerates transitions to Phase III (PIII) for acquisition programs.

• The OTST Program is not an application process for the SBIR/STTR firms, the OTST program is 
structured to be a technology pull from the sponsoring program.

OTST Program – Objectives
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• DoD SBIR/STTR Economic Impact Study released October 2019
- Conducted by TechLink, a national DoD partnership intermediary (PIA) at 

Montana State University-Bozeman, in collaboration with the University of 
Colorado in Boulder

• The study quantifies the DoD SBIR/STTR Programs’ overall 
contribution to the nation’s economy and defense mission
- Examines the economic outcomes and impacts up to 2018 from DoD 

SBIR/STTR Phase II contracts initiated during the 1995-2012 FY

• Major findings of the
study include:

TechLink Economic Impact Study

View the DoD SBIR/STTR 
Economic Impact Study: 

https://www.sbir.gov/impact
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• Defense SBIR/STTR Innovation Portal (DSIP) - https://www.dodsbirsttr.mil/submissions
• DoD SBIR/STTR - https://www.defensesbirsttr.mil/
• SBA SBIR/STTR - https://www.sbir.gov/about
• System for Award Management (SAM) registration - www.sam.gov
• Export Control - https://www.pmddtc.state.gov/ddtc_public
• Historically Black Colleges and Universities and Minority Institutions (HBCU/MI) -

http://www.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/edlite-minorityinst.html
• Federally Funded Research and Development Centers - https://www.nsf.gov/statistics/ffrdclist/
• National Institutes of Health Guidelines for Research Involving Recombinant DNA Molecules -

https://osp.od.nih.gov/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/NIH_Guidelines.pdf
• Defense Counterintelligence and Security Agency (DCSA) facility and personnel clearance procedures 

and requirements - https://www.dcsa.mil/mc/ctp/fc/
• Invention Reporting - www.iedison.gov
• Technical Reporting - https://discover.dtic.mil/submit-documents/
• Defense Contract Audit Agency - https://www.dcaa.mil/Guidance/Audit-Process-Overview/
• Procurement Technical Assistance Centers - https://www.aptac-us.org/

Helpful Websites

https://www.dodsbirsttr.mil/submissions
https://rt.cto.mil/rtl-small-business-resources/sbir-sttr/
https://www.sbir.gov/about
http://www.sam.gov/
https://www.pmddtc.state.gov/ddtc_public
http://www.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/edlite-minorityinst.html
https://www.nsf.gov/statistics/ffrdclist/
https://osp.od.nih.gov/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/NIH_Guidelines.pdf
https://www.dcsa.mil/mc/ctp/fc/
http://www.iedison.gov/
https://discover.dtic.mil/submit-documents/
https://www.dcaa.mil/Guidance/Audit-Process-Overview/
https://www.aptac-us.org/


Connect with us!

Send general questions about the SBIR/STTR Programs to: 
(address DoD SBIR/STTR Team)
osd.ncr.ousd-r-e.mbx.sbir-sttr-outreach@mail.mil

Send general questions about the OTST Program to: 
(address Transition Team)
osd.ncr.ousd-r-e.mbx.sbir-sttr-tech-transition@mail.mil

Submit help desk requests for DSIP support to:
(address DSIP Support Team)
DoDSBIRSupport@reisystems.com

Visit: https://www.defensesbirsttr.mil for more information
Visit: https://www.dodsbirsttr.mil/submissions/login to subscribe to our listserv

facebook.com/dodsbir @dodsbir
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Social Media

mailto:osd.ncr.ousd-r-e.mbx.sbir-sttr-outreach@mail.mil
mailto:osd.ncr.ousd-r-e.mbx.sbir-sttr-tech-transition@mail.mil
mailto:DoDSBIRSupport@reisystems.com
https://www.dodsbirsttr.mil/submissions/login

